
1. Remove Guest User Feature
2. OTP Phone Number
3. Block Phone Number from Users List



Current Register to Website



Customer needs to fill in First Name, 
Email, and Password.

Then Click on I Agree with Terms and 
Conditions.



Once registered, the customer will be 
automatically log in into the website.



Current Blocking users from 
log in to the web/app platform



Admin needs to click the More section to 
access additional settings.



Once inside the More section, they need 
to select the Users Page.



Once inside, the admin only needs to 
switch the on and off button to block the 
user from logging in.



Request Remove Guest User Feature



Remove CONTINUE AS GUEST 
feature in the web platform.



Remove Continue as Guest 
feature in the customer app 
platform.



Request OTP Phone Number



A new field box is given which 
shows the international Dialing 
Codes.



Once the User click on the Country 
Code Button,

A drop down menu will be shown for 
the user to choose their country 
code.



Once a Country Code has been 
selected, the user just need to fill in 
the phone number box with their 
phone number instead of inserting 
+673.

All the details in the Sign Up page 
must be filled.

Once everything is filled, then they 
can proceed with Sign Up.



After clicking the Sign Up Button,

The user is required to enter the 
OTP Code sent to their phone.



This is an example of an OTP Code.



Once the OTP code has been 
entered, they need to click the Verify 
button to proceed.



Once Verified,

The user should be logged in 
automatically.



Request Blocking users phone number



Admin needs to click the More 
section to access additional 
settings.



Once inside the More section, they 
need to select the Users Page.



A new detail is shown in the field, 
where phone number and the email 
that has been registered can be 
blocked so that they cannot proceed 
with any orders in the future, 
including new accounts.



Request Verify phone number of already 
registered users

(WEBSITE AND CUSTOMER APP)



This page shows the usual checkout 
page,

However once the place order 
button is clicked, a pop up should be 
shown and the order cannot 
proceed.



This page shows an Alert that the 
the number they use is not verified.

The need to verify the phone 
number before they can proceed 
with ordering. 

On clicking verify, make sure that 
the product they choose is not 
removed from their account so that 
they can proceed with checkout 
once Verification is done.



The verify button will take them to 
their profile page where a button 
shows Send OTP.



A new page will pop up showing the 
customer to enter the OTP code 
given to them



This is an example of an OTP Code.



The customer should enter the OTP 
into the page and click on Validate 
to proceed with OTP Verification.
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Once Verified, the customer must be 
redirected to their profile to check 
that their Phone Number is Verified,

The customer does not have to click 
on Update button to confirm the 
Verification.

Verified



Once the phone number verification 
is done, the customer can proceed 
with their orders.



**IMPORTANT!**

1. Remove Guest User feature on web platform and customer app platform.
2. The User that want to sign up or login should be verified by OTP feature. The User that 

logout and want to login back also should be applied with OTP feature.
3. Block the User according to their phone number. Even though the User try to sign up or 

login with different email but with the same phone number that Admin had block, the User 
is blocked from ordering.

4. Registered User that not yet log out at the moment need to verified by OTP feature.
5. If the User is already Verified, they do not have to receive an OTP again.

This custom work was proposed for security purposes. The User that are already 
registered, sign up or login in the ordering system need to be verified according to their 
phone number including country code by OTP feature.


